
S T Y L E F E E D A R C H I V E S A B O U T C O N TAC T

Accessories are regularly overlooked and they shouldn’t be! Oftentimes, accessories can pull a whole look

together. Earrings can connect and emphasize themes throughout your look (i.e. linking colors, shapes etc.).

They can also be fun flair or stand out as a focal point in your outfit. The choice is really up to you. Either way

earrings (and accessories in general) shouldn’t be overlooked.

Always ask the question: Would earrings elevate this outfit?



If your outfit was a

dessert, these Roxanne

Assoulin earrings would

be the cherry on top. The

Hip-Hop But Not Earrings

are made of deliciously

bright and fun colors that

will completely satisfy

your sweet tooth. No

wonder Roxanne

Assoulin’s slogan is “an

uncomplicated

indulgence.”

Why We Love Them

1.     They’re FUN

These earrings are comprised of fun, bright flashy

colors. With a carefree aesthetic, these teardrops

will dance jovially around your face. This

lighthearted theme plays through many of Roxanne

Assoulin’s accessories. Even the playful product

name (Hip-Hop But Not) is fun to say.

2.     They’re Clip Ons

That’s cool and not often the case with most

earrings. So if your skin is sensitive, or you don’t

have your ears pierced you can still join in on the

fun. You can easily pull them o�, if your ears get

tired of carrying them, without having to worry about losing the earring backs.

3.     They’re Yummy Colors

As we’ve mentioned before they look delicious. Their candy colors are just the right hue to make us want to

pop them right into our mouths.

4.     They Sparkle.



The gems are Swarovski crystals encased in gold and satin plating. No chance of dullness here, these

earrings will catch and refract whatever light is available.

The Hip-Hop But Not Earrings come in a variety of colors but we’re crushing on the Mismatched style in

particular. Possibly because we’re still thinking about how fun it was wearing mismatched shoes or maybe

because we just have a soft spot in our hearts for the perfectly imperfect. Maybe we’re just too indecisive and

want the best of both worlds, either way, we want to eat…we mean flaunt these $120 earrings as soon as

possible.

Fashion Find: Product Details

Item: Hip-Hop But Not Earrings

Designer: Roxanne Assoulin

Style: Mismatched

Price: $120

Description: Swarovski crystal clip earring with satin gold

plating, 2"



Newer Older

Solitaire: Swarovski crystal clip earrings with oxidized satin gold plating, 3⁄4"

Crystal: Swarovski crystal clip earrings with oxidized satin silver plating, 2"


